Applications are invited from eligible candidates for one position of Junior Research Fellow Rs 12,000 p.m. in the DAE, BRNS, Government of India funded research project entitled ‘Development of Bioinformatics Database Resource for Radiomodifiers and Make it Available on Internet to User Community’ (sanctioned letter No. 2009/37/56/BRNS/3303). The candidates who have completed M.Sc. with at least First Class in the subject of Biophysics/Biochemistry may apply said post with complete bio-data and supporting documents. Preference will be given to candidates having sound knowledge of Radiation Biology/Computer Programming/Web Designing. The duration of the project is three years may be extended one year if necessary. Application by post must reach the undersigned latest by 31 May 2010. Letter for the interview will be issued later. No TA/DA will be paid for attending the interview.

Dr P. M. Dongre, Principle Investigator, Head, Department of Biophysics, University of Mumbai, Vidyagram, Santacruz (E), Kalina, Mumbai 400 098.